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Abstract 
Miller, Z. and D. Pritikin, The harmonious coloring number of a graph, Discrete Mathematics 
93 (1991) 21 l-228. 
Hopcroft and Krishnamoorthy (1983) have shown that the harmonious coloring problem is 
NP-complete, introducing the notion of a harmonious coloring of a grdph as being a vertex 
coloring for which no two edges receive the same color-pair. In this report we construct 
efficient harmonious colorings of complete binary trees, 2 and 3-dimensional grids. and 
n-dimensional cubes. 
1. Bntroductiom 
We consider only simple graphs G with vertex set V and edge set E(G). Let Uw 
denote the edge between vertices II and w. For definitions of graph theoretic 
terms see Harary [4]. A k-coloring of G is a map f : V + C such that ICI = k. If 
f(v) = cl and f(w) = c2 for adjacent v and w, we say that the color-pair {cl, c2} is 
present at the edge VW. Al, introduced by Hopcroft and Krishnamoorthy [5], a 
k-coloring is harmonious if no color-pair is present at more than one edge, and 
the harmonious coloring number of G is the minimum k such that G has a 
harmonious k-coloring. Hopcroft and Krishnamoorthy [S] proved that the 
problem of whether G is k-harmoniously colorable is NP-complete, and pointed 
out that the harmonious coloring problem is closely related to the harmonious 
numbering problem, the graceful numbering problem, and the minimal perfect 
hash function problem [2,3, 1). 
A k-coloring is proper if f-‘(c) is independent for every color c E C. For 
convenience, we define a more restrictive harmonious coloring number 
be the minimum k such that G has a proper harmonious k-coloring. 
tight homomorphic image of G if H is a homomorphic image of 6, and 
IE(H)I = IE(C)I. Then one sees that WC(G) is the minimum order of a tight 
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homomorphic image H of G. It is also easily seen that (Hc$G)) 3 ]E(G)], so that 
HC(G) is always bounded below by roughly the square root of the number of 
edges in G. In this paper we construct efficient proper harmonious colorings for 
various familiar classes of graphs, thereby providing nice upper bounds for their 
harmonious coloring numbers. 
As pointed out in [5], paths are easy. 
Theorem 1. 
HC(P,) = 
<k-l< 
-(n-!)<k-la 
BrooL Notice for Pk the path on k vertices that HC(P,) equals the minimum n 
such that there exists a trail of length k - 1 in K,,. But there exists a trail of length 
k - 1 in K,, if and only if K,, has a subgraph with k - 1 edges and at most two 
vertices of odd degree. For n odd, such a subgraph exists if and only if k - 1 s 
(“2). For n even, such a subgraph exists if and only if k - 1. s (z) - (n/2 - 1) 
as we must remove at least (n - 2)/2 edges from K, before two or fewer vertices 
of odd degree remain. The theorem follows, determining HC(P,) for all k. 0 
HC(G) does not behave very much like the usual chromatic number of a graph, 
a fact driven home by the following dramatic example. 
Theorem 2. HC( G) = 1 VI f or any graph G of a diameter at most 2. HC( G) = I V( 
for almost all graphs. 
Proof. In a proper harmonious coloring, two vertices of the same color must be 
at least 3 apart, for they cannot be adjacent, and cannot be at distance 2 (else a 
color-pair is present at two edges). This proves the first claim. Furthermore, for a 
graph G on n labelled vertices, if one selects G by choosing its edges 
independently and with the same probability p, 0 <p < 1, then the probability 
that G has diameter 2 goes to 1 as n + 00. Cl 
Thus every pair of vertices must be colored distinctly in graphs of diameter at 
most 2, for instance the complete multipartite graphs. W;, expect that imposing a 
rich structure upon a sparse graph enhances our chances of finding it to have low 
harmonious coloring number. We now study HC(G) for some graphs of 
particular applied and theoretic interest, henceforth referring to it as the 
harmonious coloring number of G. 
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Let G x H denote the usual Cartesian product of graphs G and H. Then 
P, x P, is the usual n k n grid with n* vertices, where f, is the graph of a path on 
n vertices. Let us view P, X P, as having n rows and n columns, where Vii denotes 
the vertex in row i and column j, with edges present in the natural way. To 
specify a vertex coloring of Pn X P,, we need only specify the colors Cij of each Vii, 
which we shall do by specifying an n X n matrix C,, = (Cij). Let E,, denote the 
n x n matrix with entries 
n if i is even, 
eij = 
0 if i is odd. 
Theorem 3. (1) HC( Pn x P,) = 2n for n even. 
(2) HC( P, x P,) = either 2n or 2n + 1 for n odd, n > 1. 
Proof. Since (&; ‘) = 2n2 - 3n + 1 < 2n2 - 2n = IE(Pn x &)I, we see that for 
n > 1 there is no way to harmoniously color P, x P, with 2n - 1 or fewer colors. It 
therefore suffices to provide harmonious colorings of P, x P, using 2n colors when 
n is even, and using 2n + 1 colors when n is odd. 
Let n be even. Define A, = (aq) as follows: 
i+j-1 ifi-kjisodd,i+jsn+l, 
2n+2-i-j ifi+jisodd,i+j>n+l, 
aij = 
i-j if i + j is even, i > j, 
j-i+1 if i + j is even, i 6 j. 
We then show that Cn = A, + E,, specifies a harmonious coloring of P,, x fn using 
2n colors, proving (1). 
Clearly, 1 s aij s n for all i and j, so that the entries of c, are the integers from 
1 to 2n, i.e. we use only 2n colors. To see that the coloring is indeed harmonious, 
the reader should verify that the matrix A,, has a nice visual structure, as follows. 
If one views the entries of A, as points evenly spaced in a grid, one can disjointly 
cover all n* points by two lines (the diagonal and antidiagonal) and n/2 - i 
rectangles (with sides parallel to the diagonal or antidiagonal) as shown in Fig. 1 
for Ag. For now, ignore that these rectangles are pictured as ‘disconnected’ at 
their top and bottom corners. 
It is easy to verify that: 
(i) A, specifies that points on the diagonal and antidiagonal receive colors 1 
and n respectively. 
(ii) The colors in row 1 are given by ali = j. 
(iii) A,, specifies that points on the upper and lower left sides of each rectacglc 
receive the same color, and that points on the upper and lower right sides of each 
rectangle receive the same color. 
Properties (i), (ii) and (iii) completely determine 
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Fig. 1. 
are shown in Fig. 2, where in A6 a bar has been put over those entries that change 
in the transition from A6 to Cg. 
For 1 d i d n, in view of property (iii), we refer to the points of P, X Pn given 
the color i by A, as being the color-trail tim in Fig. 1, the ti’S are merely the two 
diagonals along with the separate left and right halves of the rectangles. It is easy 
to see that each color-trail ti has exactly one vertex in each row, and that as one 
follows ti from first row to last row, the vertices alternate between those that will 
receive color i and those that will receive color i + n from the coloring specified 
by Cn (or if one prefers, the entries in A, alternate between being unbarred and 
barred). 
For ti and ti+l with i even, it is evident that when P, x P, is colored as in Cn, 
the color-pairs {i, i + 1) and {i + n, i + 1 + n} will be present in rows 1 and rz, 
and that the color-pairs {i, i + n} and {i + 1, i + 1 + n} will be present in columns 
1 and n. 
For any i <j other than as above (i.e. not j = i + 1 with i even), it is evident 
from Fig. 1 that the color-trails ti and ti must ‘cross’. Furthermore, ‘at’ this 
intersection if P, x P, is colored as in C,,, thcrc will be four edges whose ends will 
have color-pairs {i, j} and {i + n, j} and (i, j + n} and {i + n, j + n}. 
Combining the above two possibilities, we have demonstrated that the coloring 
Cn contains at least 
123456 12 34 5 6 
2i436S 8 7 10 9 12 11 
Afj= 241635 Ch= 2 4 16 3 5 
426iS3 10 8 12 7 11 9 
462513 4 6 25 13 
GiS23i 12 10 11 8 9 7 
Fig. 2. 
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different color-pairs associated with the edges, so that Cn specifies a harmonious 
coloring of P, X &, proving (1). 
Note that the color-pairs not present in Cn as adjacent are { 1, 1 + n}, {n, 2n}, 
{i, i -I- 1 + n} and {i + 1, i i- n} for all i = 2,4,6, e 5 . , n - 2. In particular for M a 
perfect matching in Kzn (i.e. n vertex-disjoint edges), we see that P, x P, has 
&n - M as a tight homomorphic image. If one forms the n x n Miibizwgraph 
formed from Pn x P, by inserting edges from qi to 2)n,n+l  for i = 1, 2, . . . , n, 
one can see that the coloring Cn is also a harmonious coloring of the 
Mobius-graph, so that for n even, the n x n Mobius-graph has KZn as a tight 
homomorphic image. 
To prove (2), for n odd, we simply extend the coloring specified by Cn_i to 
form a harmonious coloring Cn of P, x P, using 2n + 1 colors. This is accom- 
plished by letting the entry cii of Cn be 
Cij = 
‘cii from Cn _ 1 
2n-i-1 
n-j 
1 
2n - 1 
2n + 1 
2n - 1 
2n + 1 
L2n 
if i, j -01, 
if j = n, i odd, i <n, 
if i = n, jodd, l<j<n, 
if i=j=n, 
if j=n, i=2(mod6), 
if j=n, i=O(mod6), 
if i=n, j=4(mod6), 
if i = n, j = 2 (mod 6), 
otherwise. 
Basically, this coloring succeeds in being harmonious because the ‘old’ colors 1 
through 2n - 2 already used in Cn_ 1 are inserted in the nth row and nth column 
only in places where they will be adjacent to old colors to which they were not 
previously paired, and the three ‘new’ colors 2n - 1, 2n and 2n + 1 are peppered 
around the last row and column without introducing any pair of colors adjacent 
twice. C, is shown in Fig. 3. 0 
A harmonious coloring of P, x c, using 2n + 1 colors has been found 
independently by Doug West. 
12345678 
11 9 12 ii “14 i3 i6 15 
24163857 
12 10 14 9 16 11 15 13 
Cg= 4 6 2 8 1 7 3 5 
14 12 16 10 15 9 13 11 
6847251 3 
16 14 15 12 13 10 11 9 
18 19 6 17 4 18 2 19 
Fig. 3. 
16 
17 
14 
18 
12 
19 
10 
17 
1 
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It seems well worth pointing out that when n + 1 is an odd prime, there are 
some nice alternative ways of providing harmonious colorings of P, X P, using the 
optimal 2n colors. One way is through the n x n ‘multiplication matrix’ M, whose 
i, j entry is the integer between 1 and n (inclusive) that is congruent to 
d (mod n + 1). Then Cn = M, + E, provides the harmonious coloring. Another 
way to 2n-harmoniously color these P, X P, is via any permutation 
&:{1,2 ,..., n)+(l,2 ,..., n> of order n as follows. Let the i, j entry of A, be 
the integer k between 1 and n (inclusive) such that dye = j. Then Cn = A, + E,, 
provides the harmonious coloring. It is an interesting exercise to verify that these 
two schemes for defining Cn both succeed. 
Also, for those interested in the notion of a tight homomorphic image, we 
point out that &-I,~ is a tight homomorphic image of Q2” [6], and that K8mn,4 is a 
tight homomorphic image of Cdm x Cd,, [7]. 
We next apply the previous result for P, X P, to the problem of harmoniously 
coloring P, X P, X P,. Recall that when n is even, it’s the case that our 
2n-coloring Cn abo provided a harmonious coloring for the n x n Mobius-graph 
obtained from Pn x P, by twisting and joining up its top and bottom rows. It will 
be useful to be able to ‘scroll’ this coloring (as if turning a conveyor belt) by 
moving colors to the row following them., except when moving the colors in the 
last row to the first row, we reverse their order. To realize this scrolling effect, 
given an n X n matrix A with i, j entries [Alip we define the n x n matrix S(A) by 
specifying its entries as 
Then clearly S”(C,J provides a 2n-harmonious coloring for the n x n Mijbius- 
graph when n is even, for k = 0, 1,2, . . . , where Sk(&) is the result of k iterated 
applications of S to Cn. 
Theorem 4. HC(P, x P, x P, j s 2mn for n even. 
Proof. Letting n be even, we demonstrate a 2mn harmonious coloring of 
P, x P, x P,. We express the vertices of P, x P, x P, in a convenient coordinate 
fashion as being the ordered triples (i, j, k) for 1 s i, j 6 n, 0 s k d m - 1, with 
edges present in the natural way. We assign to (i, j, k) the color [Sk(Cn)]i,j + 2kn. 
The subgraphs induced by the points (i, j, k) with a fixed value for k are all copies 
of P, x P,, and each is harmoniously colored with the 2n integer colors between 
2kn + 1 and 2kn + 2n inclusively. Since the colors used in distinct copies of 
P, x P, are distinct and since the only edges between copies occur between copies 
corresponding to third coordinates that are consecutive integers, it suffices to 
show for fixed k that no two edges of the form (E’, j k)(i, j, k + 1) have the same 
pair of colors at their ends. 
Suppose then that (i, j, k) and (i’, j’, k) are assigned the same color x, and that 
their respective neighbors (i, j, k + 1) and (i’, j’, k + 1) are assigned the same 
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color y. Since the coloring of copy k + 1 is formed from the coloring of copy k by 
scrolling once and adding 2n to all of the previous colors, it follows that the 
vertex one row ‘up’ from and adjacent to (i, j, k) in copy k of P, x P, necessarily 
has color y - 212 (where we refer to the vertex (i - 1, j, k) if i > 1, or 
(n, n + 1 - j, k) if i = 1). Likewise, the vertex one row ‘up’ from and adjacent to 
(i’, j’, k) has color y - 212. Since no two edges in copy k of P, x P, receive the 
color pair {x, y - 2n) at their end vertices in our 2n-harmonious coloring of copy 
k, it must be that i =i’ and j = j’, providing that our 2mn-coloring is 
harmonious. Cl 
Note. The original motivation for the above theorem was in studying the 
harmonious coloring number for the 3-dimensional n x n x n grid P, x P, x P,. 
For n even, our theorem shows that HC(P, X P, x P,) s 2n2, while the usual 
lower bound from counting edges is on the order of I,&&. For n odd, since 
P, x P, x P, is a subgraph of P,+l X Pn+l x Pn, one easily sees that HC(P, x P, x 
P,) s 2n(n + 1). We point out that the proof of the above theorem also yields the 
result HC(MG, x C,J s 2n2, where MG, is the n X n Mobius-graph. 
3. The complete binary tree 
Define Tk, the complete binary tree of height k, as follows. Let TI be a single 
point r. Suppose inductively that Tk has been defined and has 2’-’ endpoints ei, 
l<is2’-‘, each at distance k - 1 from r. Then define 7”+1 by 
V(Tk+l) = V(Tk) U {ZiOZil 1 19 i s 2’-‘}, 
E(rk+*) = E(T,) U {t?iZi,, eiZi1 1 1 s i s 2k-‘}. 
Thus Tk+l is obtained by joining ei to two new points Zio, Zil which become 
endpoints of Tk+l. Now 7”+1 has 2“ endpoints, so the definition is complete. We 
let level (j + l), j 2 Q, be the set of points in Tk at distaace j from r. For any set 
A c level(j) for some j b 1, we let C(A) be the set of points in level( j + 1) that 
are joined to points of A. 
In this section we will show that HC(T,) = O(2kn). Since HC(G) = 
sZ(qm), it follows that our bound is asymptotically best possible. 
Theorem 5. HC&) = 0(2”‘2). 
Proof. We prove the theorem for k even, the proof for k odd being essentially 
the same. 
Our proof will demonstrate by induction the following stronger claim. There 
exists a constant C a 1 such that for sufficiently large k: 
(1) There exists a harmonious coloring of & using at most C21+k’2 colors. 
(2) 2k’2 of the colors in this coloring appear at level k, each with multiplicity 
2k”- 1 
. 
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For small values of k (up to some fixed constant) the claim is obviously true. 
Assume then that the claim is true for some k. We show that the coloring of Tk 
can be extended to a coloring of T k+2 satisfying 1 and 2 (with k replaced by 
k + 2). Let us refer to the at most C21+k’2 colors used in Tk as ‘old’ colors. Now 
take a set B of 2k’2-1 points at level k all having the same colors. We call such a 
set ‘homogeneous’. Let S be a set of 2”‘2 ‘new’ colors, i.e., not used anywhere in 
Tk. For each homogeneous et B in level(k), color the points of C(B) with colors 
from S, one color per point. The resulting coloring of Tk+r is clearly harmonious. 
We now describe the coloring of level(k + 2). There are 2k’2 colors appearing in 
level(k + l), each with multiplicity 2k/2k’2 = 2k’2. As above, we call a set D of 2k’2 
points of level(k + 1) homogeneous if all its points have the same color under the 
above coloring of &+r. Then IC(D)l =21+k’2 for any homogeneous D c 
level(k + 1). Now let T be a set of 2k’2 ‘new’ colors not used until now, and let R 
be a set of 2k’2 ‘old’ colors not appearing in level(k). Then color the points of 
C(D) c level(k + 2) with colors from T U R, one point per color, for all 
homogeneous D c level(k + 1). This completes the coloring of &+2. 
We verify property 1 for T k+2. To see that the coloring is harmonious, consider 
a color pair (s, t) present at some level(k + 1) - level(k + 2) edge, where 
t appears in level(k + 2). Then either t appears nowhere in Tk+r (if t E T) or t 
appears only in the subtree T k-l of &+l (if t E R). Since the only colors in &+l to 
which s is joined are from level(k), it follows that (s, t) is present at no edge of 
Tk+l. But also (s, t) is present at no other level(k + 1) - level(k + 2) edge since 
the coloring of level(k + 2) insures that the colors in level(k + 2) to which s is 
joined are pairwise distinct. Since the coloring of &+ 1 was already harmonious, it 
follows that the coloring of &+2 is harmonious. We used C21+k’2 ‘old’ colors, and 
the set T U S of 21+k’2 ‘ new’ colors for a total of 
c2 l+k/2 + 21+k/2 < czl+(k+2)/2 
colors. 
For property 2, observe that level(k + 2) is colored with the set T U R of 
21+ki2 _ 
- 2(k+2)‘2 colors. By construction they appear an equal number of times, 
i.e., 
2k+1/2klZcl = 2k/2 = 2(k+2)/2-1 
times. The induction is thus complete. Cl 
4. The n-cube 
Let & denote the graph of the k-dimensional cube, i.e., 
v(f&) = ((XI 9 X2, . l l f Xk) 1 Xi = 1 Or O}, 
and 
E(f&) = (Xv 1 %Y E V(Qk), x and y differ in exactly one coordinate}. 
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In this section we show that HC(&) = 0(2@). Combined with the bound 
HC(G) = s2(&!?(@1) for any graph G, it follows that 
2ki2+log k < - HC(Qk) s 0(24’5k). 
We will construct a harmonious coloring of Qk using 0(2gk)) colors integers k 
of the form k=$z-4, n&P-. This suffices for showing HC(Qk) = O(2$k) for 
arbitrary k. For if k is not of this form, then k + j is of this form for some j s 5, so 
Qk c f&+i and hence HC(Qk) s HC(Qk+j) = 0(23’k+“) = 0(2+k). 
The basic plan is to construct a coloring of Q = Qn+(n_2),4 (which has O(23”) 
points) using 2” colors. We partition Q into 2(n-2)‘4 copies of Qn. Each copy is 
specified by a ‘code’ C consisting of a string of (n - 2)/4 zero-one bits. We take C 
to be the first (n - 2)/4 bits of every point of (2 lying in the copy of Q,l specified 
by this C. We refer to that copy of Q, by Qc. 
The form of the coloring is as follows. We begin with the copy Q’ of Q, 
corresponding to the code of (n - 2)/4 zeros. We give each point of QE a different 
color, thereby using 2” colors already. Every other copy of Qn (from our set of 
2(n-2)‘4 copies) will be colored using these same 2” colors, and this coloring will 
depend on its code. 
It remains to describe how a code C of (n - 2)/4 bits specifies a coloring of Q’. 
Our first step is to describe how C can act as a permutation of Qn. 
Since Q,* is a bipartite graph we can partition its set of points into two color 
sets; one set consisting of even weight points and the other of odd weight points. 
Here the weight of a point x of Qn is the number of l’s in the string of n bits 
representing X. We refer to the even weight points of Qn as ‘blue’ points and to 
the odd weight points as ‘red’ points. Let C = cl, ~2, . . . , ~(,-2)/4 be a cde, ci = 0 
or 1, andletx=(x,,X2,. . . , x,) E Q,. Let R&) be the n-vector 
&(x)=(0,0,. . . ,o, l+Xi+Xi+i,Xi+Xi+1, l,O,. . . ,O), 
modulo 2, where the three possibly nonzero entries occur in the i, i + 1, and i + 2 
positions. Let ei be the n-vector having l’s in the i and i + 1 positions and 3’s 
elsewhere. We define a permutation C: Qn+ Qn of Qn as follows. As the 
definition depends on the weight of C and the weight of X, we present it in Table 
1. 
Observe that each term (like R ti_ 1 (x) + eu_ 1) appearing in the sums of Table 1 
is an even weight vector since the mod 2 sum of its entries is 0. Hence C(X) is a 
translation of x by an even weight vector. Thus C sends blue points to blue points 
and reds to reds. Note also that if x is blue (resp. red) then C acts on its first 
(resp. last) n/2 coordinates, leaving the last (resp. first) n/2 fixed. 
Lemma 1. The mapping C: Q,, ---) Q,, of Table 1 is a permutation of Qlll for any 
code C. 
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Table 1 
The permutation of Q, corresponding to a code of C 
weight of x weight of C C(A ) 
(n - 2)14 
even 
odd 
even 
even 
X + x cj(R,_,(X) +ci_,ezi-l) 
i=l 
(n - 2)/4 
x + IX Ci(Rn12+2i-I(X) +Ci-Iedz+zi-1) 
i=l 
even 
odd 
odd 
odd 
(n - 2)/4 
x+ x Ci(R2i-I(X)+(1+Ci-,)e2i-,) 
i=l 
(n -- 2)/4 
X + 2 Ci(R ra12+2i-1(X) + (1 + Ci-l)ezi--1) 
i=l 
Proof. We need only show that C is one to one. Suppose to the contrary that X, 
y E Q,, x # y, and C(x) = C(y). We assume w.1.o.g. that x and y differ in at least 
one coordinate among their first n/2 coordinates. We also assume that this entry 
is of even index, say the 2kth one (a simiiar argument holds for odd index). Let 
C(x),,- 1.2k be the pair consisting of the (2k - 1)st and 2kth entries of C(X). Then 
C(x) 2k-1,2k = (X2&-1 + c&-,(1 + ck) + c&(1 +X2&-1 + X2k), 
X2& + C&(X2&--I + X2&) + ckck-I) 
with a similar equation for C(y) 2&- l,2&. Since C(x) = C(y) we set like coordinates 
equal and get after simplification 
X2&-l +Ck~=y2k-I +-C&fit (A) 
X2& + c&a = y2k + c&p, ( w 
where 
c=&-l +X2& and p =y2k-I +y2k. 
Subtracting in mod 2 arithmetic we get D = /3. Plugging this into (B) we obtain 
X2& = y2k 9 contradicting the assumption that x and y differ in the 2kth 
coordinate. Cl 
The permutation C has a natural geometric interpretation. Assume first that C 
is even weight. 
To begin, we identify regions of the plane with subspaces of Q,, as follows. 
Given a string r of O’s and l’s, let Q* be the subspace of Q, containing all points 
whose initial string of length ItI is t. We may then identify Q” with the left half 
plane and Q’ with the right half plane as in Fig. 4(a). Having inductively 
associated a region of the plane with Q’, we let QrO and Q” be the ‘left’ and 
‘right’ halves of Q” if ItI is even, and the ‘top’ and ‘bottom’ halves of Q’ if lzl is 
odd. This is shown in Fig. 4. The Q’s are suppressed. 
0 1 
(a) 
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Fig. 4. 
Consider the effect of adding the vector R&x) to X. First, x + R&) remains in 
the same region Q” that contained x, where o is the initial substring of x of length 
i - 1. NOW adding (1 +Xi +Xi+l, xi +x i+l) has the effect of rotating x by 90” 
clockwise about the origin of Q”, i.e., according to the scheme Qm+ Q”lo+ 
Q a11+ Q”O’+ Qm, Then adding 1 to x i+2 corresponds to reflecting the result 
about the vertical in the quadrant of Q u which x reaches after rotation. Hence the 
effect of translating x by Ri(X) is a clockwise rotation of 90” within Q” followed by 
a reflection about the vertical within the resulting quadrant of Q”. 
NOW adding several terms of the form Ri(X) to x corresponds to composing the 
operation described above on smaller subspaces. The term ei is added as a 
‘correction’ in case Ri-Z(X) was previously added. This is necessary since if 
RI-Z(X) was added then Xi was complemented (by adding l), and this results in 
adding 1 to the i and i + 1 coordinates of the result of adding Ri(x). 
We can now view the action of C on a point x E Qn as follows. A digit ci = 1 in 
code C corresponds to a clockwise rotation of 90” within Q” (where 0 is the initial 
substring of x of length 2i - 2) followed by a reflection about the vertical within 
the quadrant of Q” arrived at after the rotation. This is achieved algebraically by 
adding RZi&) to perform the rotation-reflection ‘after’ adding the term ci-lez-1 
to correct for the change in ith coordinate of x in case R2i_3 was added 
previously, that is, in case Ci-1 = 1. The string C = clc2 l l l then specifies a 
sequence of such rotation-reflections, where a rotation-reflection is or is not 
carried on Q” according to whether ci = 1 or 0 respectively. 
In the case where C is odd weight, there is an additional ezi_1 in each term. 
This has the effect of making the rotation (corresponding to Ci = 1) counterclock- 
wise by 90”. Otherwise the action is the same as the one above for even weight C. 
Fieally we note that when x is blue (even weight) C acts on the first n/2 
coordinates leaving the last fixed, while when x is red (odd weight) C acts on the 
last n /2 leaving the first n/2 fixed. 
We illustrate the action of codes 11 and 01 in Fig. 5. 
We now return to the description of the coloring of Q = Q,,+(,,-2)14 using 2” 
colors. Recall that we partitioned Q into 2(“-2)‘4 copies of Q,,. To every boolean 
code C of length (n - 2)/4 we associate the subset Q” of Q consisting of all points 
of Q whose initial string of length (n - 2)/4 is C. Clearly (2’. is isomorphic to Q,#. 
We began by coloring each point of Q’ with a different color, where E is the cod< 
of all 0’s. We now extend our coloring to all of Q, using the same set of 2” c:obrs. 
As notation, if A, and A2 are two strings then A, :A2 is the string with initial 
segment A, followed by A2 (sometimes called the concatenation of A I and A,). 
‘0 Jo %u!Jolo3 e 138 01 3 IIe pue ,a 3 x 11e 
JOJ sy, leada *(.,a JO luiod B avmpu! 01 Lauyqns 1eyy ayl se pmeld s! 2) 
x se JOIO:, sums ayi Y)!M 3a 3 (‘x)3 : 3 lu!od aql ~0103 uay) a~ l Ua JO lu!od e 
SB papain aq hu ix 0s ‘x $0 sa~empJoo3 24 isej ayl ~0 %uys!suo3 %ugs ueajooq 2.4 
yl%ual ayl aq ix ~37 *v/(2 - 24) y$lual Jo ape:, ulealooq le aq 3 131 pue 3a 3 x 39~ 
asne3aq as!My3ol:, ale suo!lp?lo~ ‘11 = %I3 = 3 apo3 ql!rn pale!3osse “0 JO uoymmad au -(e)s -%LJ 
‘KOTOT 
OTOOO 
OTTO0 
ITOOT 
1 
TlTOT 
4 
IT000 
OOOTT 
TOOTT 
OTOTT 
. . 
‘1w 
OOOTO 
TOOT0 
01010 
OOTTO 
TOT10 
0ITiO 
TX011 
OOT 
TOT 
OTT 
TTT 
000 
100 010 
TTO 
111TT 
T-Z=, 
/ 
1 I 
TTOTO 
TTT 
OTT 
TTO 
010 
--H-l- 
TOT 
00’1 
TOO 
000 
IllTO 
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Note that under this coloring each of our 2” colors appears 2(n-2)‘4 times, 
exactly once in each set Qc. This follows because C acts as a permutation on Qn, 
and the sets Qc over all C. are disjoint. The remainder of this section is devoted 
to showing that under this coloring no color pair is present at more than one 
edge. 
For convenience, we abuse our notation somewhat. First we make QE identical 
(and not just isomorphic) with Qn by dropping the length (n - 2)/4 prefix of all 
O’s from each x E Q’. Thus each x E Q’ is now a length n boolean string identical 
with what we called xf previously. Similarly we occasionally refer to the point 
C: C(+) E Qc by the shorter symbol C(X). 
We begin by classifying the edge set of Q in a convenient way. Recall that the 
points of Qn come in two types, blues (even weight) and reds (odd weight). We 
define a partition of Q into blues and reds as follows. Viewing Q’ as Q,,, partition 
Q E into blues and reds (as above by weight parity). Now for any x E QE and code 
C, we then declare C :x E QC to be the same blue-red type as K. This gives a 
partition of Q into blues and reds. 
Now the edges of Q must come in three types blue-blue, blue-red, and red-red. 
Recall that for any code C the permutation C of Q, sends blues to blues and reds 
to reds. Hence given a Qc from our set of 2(“-2)‘4 copies of Qn, the edges of Qc 
must all be blue-red. Now consider two distance copies of Qn from our set, say 
Qcl and Qc2 with C, # C2. Clearly there exist edges in Q joining points of Qcl 
with points of Qcz if and only if C1 and C2 differ in exactly one coordinate. In 
that case one of C1 and C2 is even weight and the other is odd weight, and the 
edge set joining Qcl and Qcz is the matching (C, :x - C2 :x 1 x E Q’}. Since by 
definition C :x is the same blue-red type as x for any code C, it follows that all 
edges running between Qcl and Q’l are blue-blue or red-red. Thus the edge set 
of Q comes in three types, the blue-reds being internal to our Q,‘s, and the 
blue-blues and red-reds running between our Q,,‘s. 
Consider now an unordered pair of edges (e, g) in Q. Abbreviating blue by b 
and red by r, the pair (e, f) is in one of the six type pairs {(bb, bb), (rr, rr), 
(br, br), (br, bb), (br, rr), (bb, rr)}. 
Lemma 2. Suppose a color pair from the coloring of Q is present at two distinct 
edges e and f of Q. Then (e, f) is in one of the type pairs {(bb, bb), (rr, rr), 
(br, br)). 
Proof. The proof follows immediately from the fact that the permutation C, of 
Q,, for any code C, preserves blueness and redness. 
Thus, for example, suppose (e, f) is the type pair (br, bb). Then e, being say 
br, is of the form C(x)C(y) for some code C and X, y E Q’, with x blue and y red 
(since C preserves blueness or redness). Now f, being bb, is of the form 
C,(s)C,(t), C, # C2, s, t E Q ‘, with s blue and t blue. Since the same color pair is 
present at both e and f, and since under our coioring of Q we know that C(x), 
C(y), C,(s), C,(t) have the same colors as X, y, s, t respectively, it follows that 
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the sets (x, y} and {s, t> are identical. But this is impossible since one of the sets 
is a pair of blue points of Q E while the other is not. Similar proofs can be given to 
eliminate the other two disallowed type pairs. Cl 
In the next three lemmas we show that a color pair cannot be present in two 
edges if they are the type pairs (bb, bb) or (rr, rr). We only give the argument 
which disallows (bb, bb), since the one for (rr, rr) is exactly the same except for 
being applied to the last n/2 coordinates of C(X), x E Q’, instead of the first n/2 
(like the one for (bb, bb) which follows). 
Recall that any bb edge e runs between adjacent Q,‘s, i.e., e = a/3 where 
m E QAt J? E QB for codes A and B which differ in exactly one spot. 
Lemma 3. Suppose a color pair is present at distinct edges e, f of types (bb, bb). 
Let e=@3, f = ~6, where cy E QA, /3 E QS, y E Qc, 6 E QD. Then the code pair 
(A, B) differ in the same coordinate as the code pair (C, D). 
Proof. Let A = ala2 l l l a(n_2)14, B = blb2 l l l btn-2),4 with similar notation for 
codes C and D. We assume w.1.o.g. that A and C are even weight while B and D 
are odd weight. Suppose that A and B disagree in the jth coordinate while C and 
D disagree in the kth coordinate, and we suppose to the contrary that j f k, say 
j c k. Thus we write B as B = al l l - aj_ I(+ + l)aj+ 1. l l a(n-2)14, and D as 
D=c,w=~ ck-1(ck + I)G+1 l l l qn-2)@ 
Now cy and #I are of the form A : A(x) and B : B(y) respectively, for blue points 
x and y E QE. Hence the facts that Q and p are adjacent in Q and that A and B 
differ in exactly one coordinate imply that A(x) = B(y). Since the same color pair 
is present at both e and f, it follows that C(X) = D(y) or C(y) = D(x). In 
particular we have 
and 
A(x) 2j-1.5 . = B(Y)2j-l,2j, 
C(x) 2j-1.5 .= D(y)2j-l,2j or C(Y)2j-1,2jz D(x)2j-l,2p 
To compute these equalities we refer to Table 1. Let E and F be even and odd 
weight codes respectively, and let z be even weight (blue). Then 
E(r) 2j-1,2j = [ Zzj-1 + ej-I(1 + ej) + ej(1 + Z2j-1 + Zzj), Z2j + ej(Zzj-1 + z2j) + ejej-I] 
(I) 
F(z) 2j-1.2j = 1 z2j-1 +fi-It1 +J) +htz2j-l + Z2j)P Z2j +J(l + z2j-l + z2j) +44-I] 
(11) 
Let US first compute A(X)2j-l,2j and B(y)2j-l,2k Making the substitutions z +X, 
ej_1 +aj_1, i?j +aj ip1 I we get 
‘1(x)2j-l,2j = [x2j-l +fJj_l(l +fZj)+Qi(l +X2j-1 +Xzj), 
X2j + dlj(.Xy_1 + X2j) + ajaj_*]. 
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Making the substitutions z +y, & 1 +aj_l, fi + I+ aj in II we get 
B(Y) 2j--1.5 *= [.Y2j-l + aj-laj + (1 f aj)(Y2j-* + yzi), 
Y2j + t1 + aj)aj-* + (l + ajl(l + Y2j-l + Y2j)]= 
By setting A(X)2j-l= B(y)zj-l and A(X), = B(y)y mod 2 we get 
and 
X2j-_1 + ajwl + aj(1 + X2j-1 + X2j) =Y2j + aj(Y2j-1 + Y2j) 
X2j + Qj(Xy-I+ X2j) = 1 + Y2j-_1 + aj_ 1 + aj( 1 + Y2j_ 1 + Y2j) 
which implies X2j + X2j_1= 1 + y2j_1+ y2j. 
Suppose now that C(X)2j-l,, = D( Y)2j-l,2j Making the substitutions z tx, 
ej-l +Cj_l, t?j+C; in I we get 
C(x) 2j-1.2j 
= 
[ X2j_1 + Cj-l(l + Cj) + Cj(1 + X2j-1 + X2j), X2j + cj(x2j-l +X2j) + cjcj-ll* 
Making the substitutions z +y, fi_1 tCj_l,4 tcj in 11 we get 
D(Y) 2j-1.2j 
= [Y2j-l + cj-l(l + cj) + cj(Y2j-l + Y2j)9 Y2j + Cj(1 + Y2j-1 + Y2j) + CjCj_l]m 
Setting C(X),-, = D(y)y-1 and C(x), = D( y )y and simplifying we get 
and 
Cj + X2j-*(l + Cj) + CjX2j =Y2j-l(1 + Cj) + CjY2j 
X2j( 1 + Cj) + CjXzj- 1 = Y2j( 1 + Cj) + CjYzj- 1 + Cjm 
Adding the two equations (mod 2) we get x2j + X21_1 = yzj_l+ y2j, a contradiction. 
NOW suppose C(Y)2j-l,2j = D(x)2j-l,2p This interchanges x and y in the previous 
paragraph. Since the last equation in that paragraph is symmetric in x and y, it 
holds in this case too and the same contradiction results. The lemma is thus 
proved. q 
We now know that under the assumptions of Lemma 3 the pairs (A, B) and 
(C, D) differ in the same coordinate, i.e., if bj = 1 + aj then dj = 1 + cj (and of 
course a, = b,, dt = c, for t # j). We now turn our attention to coordinates in 
which both pairs agree. 
Lemma 4. Let A, B, C, D be as in the hypothesis of Lemma 3 (so bj; the 
conclusion (A, B) and (C, D) differ in the same coordinate). Then for any index 1 
in which they both agree they must agree in the same way, i.e., al = bl = ci = d, = 1 
or al = bl = ci = dl = 0. 
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We use x and y as in the proof of Lemma 3. 
Assume to the contrary that the lemma is false. Let ! be the smallest index such 
that the pairs (A, B) and (C, D) both agree but they agree differently. W.1.o.g. 
we assume that ai = b, = 1 and q = d, = 0. We know by hypothesis that the pairs 
differ in the same coordinate. We divide the argument in two cases according to 
whether this coordinate is the (I - l)st or not. Thus in Case 1 we have 
b I-1 = 1 +ai_t and d,+ = I+ q_, all (mod 2) while in Case 2 we have b,_, = aI_, 
and dl__, = crml. 
Case 1: Making the substitutions z c-x, eJ + 1 (because aI = I), e,_, *al_l into 
I (from the proof of Lemma 3) we get 
A(x),_, = [xzJ_*+ 1+&&I +XY*X~_l+Ct_,]=[l+-t.~,,C/-l+X~,_,]. 
Making the substitutions z +y, 6 l - 1 (because hl = aI = 1). and J._, + 1 + al_, 
(because b,_I = 1 +a& into II we get 
WY lx-,.2l= [Yzr* Cl-1 +Y2!-,j. 
Now setting A(x) ll_1 = B(Y)~._~ and A(x), = B(y)zt we get the conditions 
1+&J =yzl and x~__~ =yz_+ (A) 
Now consider C and D. Making the substitutions z -x, ei c-0 (because c, = O), 
ej-i +Cj-l in I we get C(_V)21_1,21= [x3_, + q_i, x,,]. Substituting z t-y, h +O 
(because dJ = ct = 0). and fj_l - 1 + cl_i (because d,_, = 1 + c,_,) we get 
D(Y) u-1.2 = [y ‘z-1 + Cl-1 + 1, yz,]. 
Setting C(x) = D(y) we get xZ_~ = 1 +yzr_i and xzI =yzl, contradicting (A). 
Case 2: Substituting z -x, ei c- 1 (because aI = 1). cj_, *al_, into I we get 
4-d a-1.u = [1 +x3, xzI-l + a,_,]. 
Substituting z +y, fi* 1 (because b, = al = 1). &, +a/_, (because b,_, = a,_,) 
into II we get 
B(Y) u-I.3 = [YzrP 1 
Setting A(x) = B(y) we get 
1+x, =y2, and 
+y214 + aHI. 
X21-l =y2r-I + 1. w 
Substituting z -x, cj -0 (because ci = 0), cj_1 +c~__~ in I we get 
C(x)u-1.2/= [$!-I + c/-i 9 x2,1. 
Substituting z -y, fi +O (because d, = cl = 0), A-, _+I (because d,_, = q- ,) we 
get 
WYLI-,,21= IY2,-1 + C/--l 9 Y2,l. 
Setting C(x) = D(y) we get x2/+ =y21-1 and x2/ =y2, contradicting (B). 
A symmetric argument handles the case where C(y) = D(x). The lemma is thus 
proved- Cl 
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On the basis of I zmmas 3 and 4 we now have the following. 
.l. Suppose a color pair is present at distinct edges e and f. w#aere c 
rms between Q” artd QR while f runs between Q” and Qt’. Then the ordered pairs 
(A, B) and (C, D) are identical, where A and C are euen weight codes and B and 
D are odd weight. 
The analysis of a color pair being present at two edges of types (hh. hb) is 
completeQ by the following. 
emma 5. A color pair cannot be present at two distinct bb edges, both of which 
run between Q” and Qn where A and B are adjacent codes. 
Proof. We assume w.l.0.g. that A is an even weight code while B is odd weight. 
and that A and B differ in exactly one coordinate. say b, = I + q with h, = a, for 
t #j. 
We suppose to the contrary that a color pair is present at two distinct bb edges 
running between p” and Q’. Hence there exist, Y: J* E Q” such that both 
[A:A(x)][B:B(y)] and [A:A(y)][B:B(x)] are edges of Q (running between Q” 
and QR). It follows that A(x) = B(y) and A(y) = B(x). 
As in the proof of Lemma 3 we substitute z -x, e,_, -a,-,, e, -a, in I to 
compute A(x)~~_,.~~, and z -y, A_, -a,+ 6 - 1 + a, in II to compute 
B(y)y-l,zjm That computation led to x3 +x2,-l = 1 +J+,_~ +_v?,. 
Using the same formulas for A(x) and B(y) we get 
0= [A(x) - B(y)]+, = [x2,_, +y2, +a,_, +a,@+, +x2, +y+, +y2,)]. 
and 
o=[A(y)- B(x)],_, =[y+, +x2, +a,_1 +a,(y,.., +yzI +x2,_, +x2,)]. 
It follows that Y~,.__~ + yzi =_x~~_~ +xzj, a contradiction. Cl 
Theorem 6. Under our coloring scheme of Q. no color pair is present at two 
distinct bb edges. 
Proof. This follows from Lemmas 3-S. Cl 
Essentially the same argument eliminates a color pair from being present at two 
distinct rr edges. 
The validity of our coloring scheme finally follows from the following. 
heorem 7. A color pair canuot be present at t&o distirtct br cc&cs. 
roof. Suppose to the contrary that e, f are edges of Q at which a color pair is 
present, and both are type br. Hence each of e and f is internal to some Q”, for a 
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code A. Clearly e and f cannot belong to the same Q” since by our coloring 
scheme the colors in any single QA are pairwise distinct. We may therefore 
assume that e E E(QA) and f E E(Q”) for distinct codes A and B. Since the same 
color pair is present at e and f, there exist X, y E V(Q&) say with x blue and y red, 
such that e = A( and f = B(x)B(y). As notation, we let A’(x) (resp. 
A”(x)) be the sequence of first (resp. last) n/2 coordinates of A(x), with a smaller 
definition for B’(x) and B”(x). Our argument proceeds by comparing the ordered 
pairs (A’(x), B’(x)) and (A4’(y), B’(y)). 
Case 1: A’(x) #A’(y) and B’(x) + B’(y). 
The existence of edges e and f and the assumption above imply that 
A”(x) = A”(y) and B”(x) = B”(y). But B”(x) = A”(x) since the codes act on only 
the first n/2 coordinates for a blue point. Hence B”(y) = A’(x) = A”( y ). But since 
y is a red point the codes act only on the last n/2 coordinates of y. Since A and B 
are distinct we therefore get B”(y) # A’( y ), a contradiction. 
Case 2: A’(x) = A’(y) (or symmetrically B’(x) = B’(y)). 
We have B’( y ) = A’( y ) since A and B act only on the last n/2 coordinates of y. 
Thus B’(y) = A’(x). N ow B’(x) and A’(x) disagree in at least two coordinates 
since B’(x) -A’(x) is a nonzero even weight vector. It follows that B’(x) and 
B’(y) disagree in at least two coordinates. Hence f = B(x)B(y ) cannot be an 
edge in QB, a contradiction. El 
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